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Advances in solution-phase graphene patterning has provided a facile route for rapid, low-cost and scalable manufacturing of electrochemical devices, even on flexible substrates. While graphene possesses advantageous electrochemical properties of high surface area and fast heterogenous charge transport, these properties are attributed to the edge planes and defect sites, not the basal plane. Herein, we demonstrate enhancement of the electroactive nature of patterned solution-phase graphene by increasing the porosity and edge planes through the construction of a multidimensional architecture via salt impregnated inkjet maskless lithography (SIIML) and CO2 laser annealing. Various sized macroscale pores (< 25 to ~250 μm) are patterned directly in the graphene surface by incorporating porogens (i.e., salt crystals) in the graphene ink which act as hard templates for pore formation and are later dissolved in water. Subsequently, microsized pores (~100 nm to 2 μm in width) with edge plane defects are etched in the graphene lattice structure by laser annealing with a CO2 laser, simultaneously improving electrical conductivity by nearly three orders of magnitude (sheet resistance decreases from >10 000 to ~50 Ω sq-1). We demonstrate that this multidimensional porous graphene fabrication method can improve electrochemical device performance through design and manufacture of an electrochemical organophosphate biosensor that uses the enzyme acetylcholinesterase for detection. This pesticide biosensor exhibits enhanced sensitivity to acetylthiocholine compared to graphene without macropores (28.3 μA nM-1 to 13.3 μA nM-1) and when inhibited by organophosphate pesticides (paraoxon) has a wide linear range (10 nM to 500 nM), low limit of detection (0.6 nM), and high sensitivity (12.4 nA nM-1). Moreover, this fabrication method is capable of patterning complex geometries (i.e. interdigitated electrodes [IDEs]) even on flexible surfaces as demonstrated by an IDE supercapacitor made of SIIML graphene on a heat sensitive polymer substrate. The supercapacitor demonstrates a high energy density of 0.25 mW h cm-3 at a power density of 0.3 W cm-3. These electrochemical devices demonstrate the benefit of using SIIML and CO2 laser annealing for patterning graphene electrodes with a multidimensional porous surface even on flexible substrates and is therefore a platform technology which could be applied to a variety of biosensors and other electrochemical devices.

1. Introduction

Graphene has emerged as one of the most attractive electrocatalytic transduction materials due to its extraordinary electrical and thermal conductivity, high mechanical strength, biocompatibility, high carrier capacity/mobility, and potential
high surface area. Specifically, electrodes comprising graphene and graphene derivatives (graphene nanoparticles, reduced graphene oxides, oxidized graphene, functionalized graphene) have demonstrated high electrical conductivity and/or catalytic capability. For example, in the past decade graphene has been used for electrode materials in electrochemical devices such as supercapacitors, batteries, fuel cells, cell electrode stimuli, and sensors.

Graphene is typically produced by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) which can yield nearly pristine (defect-free) single or few layer 2D sheets. In the context of electrochemistry, these 2D pristine sheets or basal plane geometry exhibit four orders of magnitude lower specific capacitance and seven orders of magnitude lower electron transfer rates than the edges planes or edge defect sites of the graphene. Numerous methods have been used to increase the electrochemical surface area (ECSA) of graphene. For example, nanoscale lithography using self-assembly of polystyrene, silica, or MnO2 nanospheres has been shown to etch nanopores into CVD grown graphene to increase the defect density in the lattice structure (more edge planes) and consequently improved the sensitivity of electrochemical sensors. Others have constructed three-dimensional CVD grown graphene foam out of a nickel scaffold, polystyrene colloidal particles as a sacrificial template, as well as various other manufacturing methods derived from chemical vapor deposition, hydrothermal methods, and sugar-blowing production. While these methods significantly increase the ECSA of the graphene electrode, they often require clean room technology, and/or high temperature fabrication. Such complex fabrication protocols are hence expensive and not amenable to high-throughput manufacturing such as roll-to-roll fabrication.

Solution-phase graphene provides an attractive alternative to costly CVD grown graphene as it can be synthesized from low-cost graphite with mechanical/chemical exfoliation. Various methods have been exploited to increase the ECSA of solution-phase graphene. For example, the “breath-figure” method uses moist gas that condenses on organic solution-phase graphene which results in the formation of highly controlled evaporated water droplet pores (~2 μm). Others have electrochemically reduced graphene oxide which provides a simple, one-step procedure to create 3D porous graphene coatings with pores ranging between 1–10 μm between graphene flakes. Colloidal nanoparticles were used as template scaffolding which produced a hollow free-standing 3D graphene structure (500 nm). While each of these methods provide effective means for creating a highly porous 3D graphene architecture, they do not provide facile routes to pattern the solution-phase graphene into electrodes and in many cases are not stable (i.e., the architectures collapse in the air).

Simple, low-cost methods such as inkjet, aerosol, and screen printing provide simple fabrication methods for patterning solution-phase graphene into highly defined graphene electrodes; however, these graphene surfaces typically have little ECSA as graphene flakes are tightly compact exposing predominately their basal planes. Various techniques have been employed to alter the graphene flake orientation, for example, Choi et al., incorporated nafion polymers into the graphene solution which made a hydrophobic (contact angle ψ ~ 161°) rough surface, however, the graphene film lacked conductivity (>10 kΩ sq−1). Hersam and coworkers used polymer-phase inversion to tailor the porosity of graphene, similarly, the increase in porosity lead to a decrease in conductivity (~1000 S m−1 at 15% glycerol). Alternatively, we have demonstrated that secondary post-processing methods such as laser annealing can significantly increase the conductivity (~100 Ω sq−1) while simultaneously enhancing the electroactive surface area of graphene by nano/micro structuring pores into the graphene by orientating superficial graphene flakes vertically. However, these methods do not make macro-sized pores in the graphene surface or micropores in the graphene lattice structure while retaining electrical conductivity. Macropores in the graphene surface facilitate enhanced diffusion of substrates towards and away from the active sites (defect sites and edge planes in the graphene). Therefore, the additional three-dimensional hierarchy/architectures of different pore sizes, as exhibited in these developed electrodes for example, has been shown to result in higher electroactive surface area and enhanced catalytic activity.

Herein we demonstrate a facile manufacturing process of patterning solution-phase graphene electrodes with high electroactive surface area utilizing different orders of pore sizes via salt impregnated inkjet maskless lithography (SIIML) and CO2 laser annealing. This technique modifies the newly developed IML method for rapid prototyping highly defined graphene films by incorporating salt crystals as porogens to increase the ECSA. Sieved salt powders have been demonstrated in the past to act as efficient porogens for 3D printed resins, polymer-nanotube scaffolds for bone formation and porous carbon powders for gas absorbance. Similarly, we demonstrate that salt crystals can act as a hard template porogens for macroscale (~<25 to ~250 μm) defects in 2D thin film electrochemical devices. We also demonstrate for the first time, the use of a CO2 laser to anneal patterned solution-phased graphene which etches microsize (~100 nm–2 μm) pores in the graphene surface. This high ECSA graphene surface displayed enhanced electrochemical performance as demonstrated by an electrochemical pesticide biosensor with high sensitivity (12.4 nA nM−1) and low limit of detection (0.6 nM) to paraoxon (a model organophosphate pesticide). Furthermore, we show that this multidimensional porous graphene surface is a platform technology that can be applied to electrochemical devices beyond biosensors, including energy storage, as demonstrated by an electrochemical supercapacitor fabricated via the SIIML process which portrays high energy and power density (0.25 mW h cm−3 at 0.3 W cm−3).

2. Methods and materials
2.1. Chemicals and reagents
Completely chemically reduced single layer graphene oxide (referred to henceforth as graphene) was purchased from
ACS Materials (GN1P0005). Sodium chloride (NaCl) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, ground using mortar and pestle, and filtered into different sizes with 8 in wire cloth sieves. Acetylcholinesterase (ACHE) from *Electrophorus electricus* was purchased from Sigma Aldrich as lyophilized powder (200–1000 units per mg) and was used without any further purification. ACHE ink aliquots were made by dissolving the enzyme (2 mg) in 1 mL of 50% glycerol and 50% 1x phosphate–buffer solution (0.1 M PBS, pH 7.0), aliquoted into 25 μL, and stored in a −80 °C freezer until use. All pesticides (including paraoxon) were obtained from Chem Service. All other chemicals and solvents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and were used without any other purification unless otherwise stated. Water was filtered through a B-Pure Water Purification system (resistivity, 18.2 MΩ cm⁻²).

### 2.2. Electrode fabrication

#### 2.2.1 Printing graphene via salt impregnated inkjet maskless lithography (SIIML)

Graphene electrodes were manufactured by modifying the inkjet maskless lithography (IML) method published earlier. A highly concentrated graphene ink was fabricated by probe sonicated 100 mg ethylcellulose, 100 mg nitrocellulose, and 200 mg graphene in a solution of 25 mL terpineol and 200 mL of acetone for 4 hours, followed by boiling off the acetone. Ethylcellulose and nitrocellulose have been shown to help suspend the graphene in solvents, improve the adhesion of the graphene to the surface, and carbonize upon annealing which reducing flake to flake resistance. Sieved microsized salt crystals (25 to 250 μm) were then incorporated into the graphene ink which made macropores into the patterned graphene surface, henceforth referred to as salt impregnated graphene inkjet maskless lithography (SIIML). In summary, a sacrificial polymer layer (20% formaldehyde resin and 80% cyclohexanone) was inkjet printed using a Dimatix Material Printer (DMP-2850, 10 pL nozzles) onto heat treated polyethylene terephthalate (PET, [kemafoil, Coveme TSL W]). A highly concentrated graphene ink was spin-coated (1000 rpm for 30 s) over the patterned sacrificial layer and post-baked for 10 min under a heat gun (Steinel #HB1750K) at a distance of 18 inches. An additional layer of graphene ink was then spin-coated over the sample that included discrete-sized salt crystals (ground using mortar/pestle and sieved into distinct sizes, 25–50 μm unless noted otherwise). The graphene ink was typically used immediately, but only slight settling of salt was observed after a week and was easily vortex mixed back to a suspension for re-use. The substrate was then again post-baked to remove solvents and increase graphene adhesion, followed by impinging the entire surface with an acetone wash bottle to remove the sacrificial layer. This process created a highly defined electrode pattern with salt crystals impregnated within the surface.

#### 2.2.2 CO₂ laser annealing

The SIIML graphene electrodes were laser annealed using a CO₂ laser engraver (Orion Motor Tech 40 W). The raster engraving rate was set to 350 mm s⁻¹ for all experiments, and the power of the engraver was set to 6.2% (estimated at 6.2 W) with a spot size ~150 μm, unless otherwise specified. These settings were found to properly anneal the graphene (carbonize surfactants and “weld” flakes together) which increased conductivity. Using a CO₂ laser to anneal and etch the surface of the graphene revealed the salt crystals, facilitating the “opening” of the macropore (Fig. S1, ESI†). Using a CO₂ laser also etched the individual graphene flakes making microsized pores (100 nm–2 μm) in graphene surface which further enhanced the catalytic abilities by providing additional edge defects (Fig. S2, ESI†).

### 2.3 Biosensor design and fabrication

#### 2.3.1 ACHE ink preparation and deposition

SIIML electrodes were functionalized with ACHE using 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide and N-hydroxysuccinimide (EDC/NHS) chemistry, which facilitated the functionalization of carboxyl groups to the amines within the ACHE enzyme. In summary, the CO₂ laser annealed SIIML electrodes were dipped in a solution of EDC/NHS mixture (50 mM EDC, 50 mM NHS) and incubated for 30 min on a tilt mixer. The electrodes were then rinsed with 1x PBS, excess water was blown off but not completely dried as the surface remained still “wetted”, this allowed for easier pipetting onto the slightly hydrophobic graphene surface. Next, 5 μL of the pre- aliquoted ACHE solution was immediately pipetted onto the surface and incubated overnight. Electrodes were washed 3 times in 1x PBS to remove any unbound ACHE before testing. Note for final inhibition pesticide sensor, a diluted concentration (97%) of ACHE was immobilized on the electrode surface which provides a higher inhibition signal output. This is because less enzyme coverage equates to lower concentrations of pesticides that are needed to inhibit said enzyme and hence change the biosensor signal output.

#### 2.3.2 Electro-analytical measurements

All electrochemical biosensor measurements and procedures were conducted on a CH instrument potentiostat (600E series) with a standard three electrode setup (single membrane Ag/AgCl reference electrode, platinum wire counter electrode, and CO₂ laser annealed SIIML graphene working electrode). Unless specified, each test was performed with 15 mL of 1x PBS buffer. For pesticide sensing, the biosensor was first tested in buffer to achieve baseline and ensure that solution did not contain contaminates that oxidize at 400 mV. The sensor was then tested in 5 mM ACTH to acquire a base sensitivity to ACTH. The biosensor was then placed into the aqueous test solution with the pesticide for a minimum of 500 s. During this incubation step, the pesticide diffuses to and permanently binds to ACHE, preventing it from catalyzing ACTH and therefore the product thiocholine from oxidizing on the electrode surface. The sensor is then rinsed with buffer and rested in the same 5 mM ACTH to acquire the decrease in amperometric response (referred to henceforth as inhibition sensitivity), see representative amperometric graph (Fig. S3, ESI†).

### 2.4 Supercapacitor design and fabrication

#### 2.4.1 SIIML graphene supercapacitors fabrication

Graphene supercapacitors were designed similar to the SIIML graphene biosensor transduction layer, however, the rotation rate of the spin-coating process was increased from 1000 rpm to 2000 rpm
so a thinner layer of graphene (~1.5 μm per layer) was deposited. A thinner layer (3 μm, verified through ion milling through sample and measuring cross-sectional height using SEM) was used in order to increase the overall power and energy density by using a smaller supercapacitor volume. A dry gel electrolyte was used for the supercapacitor consisting of poly(vinyl alcohol) and phosphoric acid (PVA/H₃PO₄).²⁹ In Short, 6 mL of DI water was mixed with 3 mL isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and 1 mL concentrated H₃PO₄. The solution was then placed on a hotplate (80 °C) and 1 g PVA (poly(vinyl alcohol)) was slowly added until completely dissolved. A 25 μL aliquot of the solution was then pipetted onto each of the IDEs, which were placed in a dessicator for one hour to remove any air bubbles and insure that the electrolyte properly wetted the porous graphene electrode. Finally, the electrodes were dried in ambient air overnight.

### 2.4.2 Electrochemical supercapacitor characterization.

The SIIML and IML (no salt) graphene supercapacitors were characterized by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and galvanostatic charge–discharge (potentiometry) experiments with two electrode (shorting counter and reference) setup.⁴¹ Capacitance at different current densities were calculated using the discharge curves obtained from galvanostatic graphs and eqn (1).

\[
C = \frac{I \times \Delta t}{\Delta U} \tag{1}
\]

where \(I\) is the applied current (amps), \(\Delta t\) is the discharge time (s), and \(\Delta U\) is the discharge voltage after self-discharge (IR drop of the electrode) is removed. Similarly aerial surface area capacitance (eqn (2)) and volumetric capacitance (eqn (3)) are calculated by dividing the capacitance by the aerial surface area (\(A = 0.25\) cm²) and the total volume of the IDE (\(V = 0.000075\) cm³), this includes active electrode area and space between electrodes.

\[
C_A = \frac{C}{A} \tag{2}
\]

\[
C_V = \frac{C}{V} \tag{3}
\]

The volumetric energy density (\(E_V\)) and power density (\(P_V\)) were calculated using eqn (4) and (5).

\[
E_V = \frac{C_V \times \Delta U^2}{2 \times 3600 \times V} \tag{4}
\]

\[
P_V = \frac{C_V \times \Delta U^2}{2 \times V \times \Delta t} \tag{5}
\]

### 2.5 Electrochemical surface area (ECSA) calculations

All ECSA experiments were conducted in 5 mM ferri/ferrocyanide in 1x PBS. CVs were conducted with three different scan rates (25, 50, and 100 mV s⁻¹) and were used to calculate the ECSA using the Randle–Sevcik equation (eqn (6)),⁴²,⁴³ refer to representative graphs, Fig. S4 (ESI†).

\[
I_p = 2.69 \times 10^5 D^{1/2} n^{3/2} v^{1/2} C \tag{6}
\]

where \(A\) is the effective electroactive surface area (cm²), \(D\) is the diffusion coefficient (7.6 \times 10⁻⁶ cm² s⁻¹), \(n\) is the number of electrons in the Faradaic reaction (\(n = 1\)), \(v\) is the scan rate (V s⁻¹), \(C\) is the concentration of the bulk redox species (5 mM), and \(I_p\) is the current at the oxidation peak. Note: the width between the anodic and cathodic peak often increased with higher scan rates which is often seen in very porous materials.¹⁰

### 2.6 Field emission SEM images

Field emissions scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) images were acquired using a FEI Quanta 250 FESEM. All images were magnified to 500×, 1500×, 5000×, or 15 000× using back-scattering electrons, spot size of 3.0, and with a 10 kV potential. A 2 nm conductive coating of iridium was evenly coated over all samples with a turbo-pump sputter coater to improve surface imaging by preventing surface charging and hinders electrons from penetrating into the carbon material leading to poor surface contrast.

### 3. Results and discussion

#### 3.1 Biosensor Design and Optimization

##### 3.1.1 Overview of SIIML of graphene electrode fabrication.

Highly electroactive graphene transduction electrodes were fabricated by a modification to the newly developed IML process¹⁰,³¹ which utilizes solution-phase graphene instead of CVD grown graphene eliminating the need for high temperature annealing (>1000 °C); the latter is costly and requires silicon wafer substrates which are insufficient for large scale roll-to-roll production.⁴⁴ This manufacturing method, coined salt impregnated inkjet maskless lithography (SIIML), incorporates salt crystal as porogens in the graphene ink during IML manufacturing creating macrosized pores in the graphene. Additionally, CO₂ laser annealing is employed which creates microsized pores in the surface of the graphene.

First, a polymer sacrificial layer is inkjet printed onto a disposable, low-cost, and flexible substrate (PET), Fig. 1a. A highly concentrated graphene ink is then spin-coated over
the entire polymer sacrificial layer, followed by an additional graphene ink layer impregnated with salt crystals. The entire sample is then post-baked with a heat-gun to remove solvents and increase graphene adhesion to the substrates, Fig. 1b. As the salt crystals are ionic solids, they do not ionize in the non-polar organic solvent and when patterned form a hard template (porogen) for macrosized pores. The entire graphene surface is then impinged by an acetone wash bottle which removes the underlying polymer sacrificial layer, patterning a highly-defined graphene electrode, Fig. 1c and Movie S1 (ESI†). As acetone is not highly polar, the salt remains in its crystalline form as a hard template beneath the graphene surface. The graphene is then treated with a CO₂ laser which anneals the surface, removes remaining solvents, carbonizes surfactants, and “welds” graphene flakes together.⁹ The CO₂ laser also etches micropores into the graphene surface enhancing electrochemical activity by producing additional edge planes in the graphene surface. Furthermore, laser annealing also etches the graphene surface revealing the salt crystals, opening the surface for pore formation, Fig. 1d and Fig. S1 (ESI†). Finally, the electrode is rinsed with DI water which removes the salt porogen crystals, forming macrostructured pores in the graphene surface, Fig. 1e and Movie S2 (ESI†). These macropores improve electrochemical sensing by providing increased analyte diffusion rates and increased ECSA.

3.1.2 Overview of pesticide biosensor mechanism and fabrication. An electrochemical pesticide biosensor was designed in order to evaluate the enhancement in electrochemical activity of SIIML graphene and to refine manufacturing properties (i.e. laser annealing power, salt size, and salt concentration). The SIIML graphene electrodes were biofunctionalized with the enzyme ACHE via EDC/NHS chemistry, Fig. 2a. As previously mentioned and discussed in more details later, laser annealing graphene in ambient air conditions creates a high ECSA but also provides increased defect/holes in the graphene lattice structure which are rich in oxygen functional groups (epoxide sites, hydroxyl, carboxyl, etc.). The carboxyl groups provide unique immobilization sites for functionalization via EDC/NHS deprotonation mechanisms.⁴⁵

This immobilization strategy (EDC/NHS) was chosen as it has been widely studied, covalently crosslinks with “zero order” length to carboxylic functional groups, is water soluble (no prior organic solvent dissolution necessary) and provides excellent subsequent stability to enzymes.⁴⁶ First, EDC reacts with carboxyl groups (formed through laser annealing) to make an O-acylisourea intermediate ester. Second, to increase stability of this short-lived ester, NHS is added to form a stable amine-reactive NHS ester, which increases immobilization efficiency of EDC coupling reaction.⁴⁷ Finally, ACHE is then bound to the ester by a free amine in the enzyme, Fig. 2a.

The use of ACHE for inhibited pesticide biosensing has been demonstrated many times in the literature, but for clarity, Fig. 2b illustrates its basic mechanism. The biosensor operates by hydrolyzing the molecule ACTH which produces acetic acid and thiocholine. Two thiocholine molecules are oxidized at the graphene surface at an applied potential of 400 mV, Fig. S5 (ESI†); this reaction produces dithiocholine and two electrons. The thiocholine oxidation reaction is used as a baseline amperometric signal for sensing the inhibition of ACHE by pesticides. As increasing concentrations of pesticides are added to the solution, more ACHE is inhibited which prevents the formation of thiocholine, consequently this reduces the oxidation and amperometric current (see representative amperometric graphs in Fig. S3, ESI†).

3.1.3 Laser annealing process. Herein, we demonstrate for the first-time laser annealing solution-phase printed graphene with a CO₂ laser. Similar to our previously published work with a Nd:YAG⁹,⁴⁸ and diode laser,¹⁰,³¹ annealing the SIIML graphene with a CO₂ laser also significantly increased the conductivity by “welding” individual graphene flakes together and carbonizing
the surfactants (ethyl/nitrocellulose) which reduces flake-to-flake resistance. The power of the CO2 laser was incrementally increased from 5% to 6.4% (estimated as 5–6.4 W) which significantly lowered the sheet resistance of the graphene nearly 3 orders of magnitude ($ > 10,000 \Omega \text{ sq}^{-1}$ to $ \sim 50 \Omega \text{ sq}^{-1}$) (Fig. 3a (blue)). We further confirm the carbonizing of the surfactants by XPS which shows a decrease in the sp3 peak (green) which we attribute to ethyl/nitrocellulose, Fig. 3b. Interestingly, unlike the diode laser or the Nd:YAG,9,10,31 the CO2 laser does not alter the graphene flake orientation; rather, it fuses graphene flakes together (5 W till 5.8 W) increasing the conductivity ($ \sim 10 \kappa \Omega \text{ sq}^{-1}$ to $ \sim 50 \Omega \text{ sq}^{-1}$, Fig. 3a (blue)), then etches through the surface making microsize pores (Fig. 3c). The surface roughness (electrochemical surface area/geometric surface area) of the laser annealed graphene begins to increase (Fig. 3a (red)) as the resistance of the electrode decreases. The not annealed patterned graphene initially has a negligible surface roughness and high electrical resistance. When laser annealing at a power of 5.2 W the graphene surface roughness increased to 2.2. However, as the laser power increased past 5.2 W the graphene flakes begin to "weld" together making a flat plane which decreases the ECSA (surface roughness of 1.7 at 5.6 W) due to decreases in available edge planes. Further increasing the laser power not only "welds" the graphene flakes together promoting even higher conductivity but starts to etch through the basal planes of the graphene which leads to increased edge plane defects by making microsize pores (100 nm–2 μm) in the graphene surface and consequently increasing the electrochemical surface roughness (2.6 at a power of 6.2 W). The conductivity and surface area both decrease after 6.2 W as the graphene is etched through the surface and the substrate begins to degrade. Therefore, for all further experiments the CO2 laser was set to 6.2 W with a 350 mm s$^{-1}$ raster rate.

Raman spectroscopy was employed to analyze the atomic structure of the printed graphene and the effect of CO2 laser annealing. Fig. S6 (ESI†) displays the Raman spectra collected from not annealed and increasing laser power annealed graphene (5.2–6.4 W) with a backscattering geometry, 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser and spot size of 1 mm. Note that the spectra has been standardized so all samples have consistent G peak heights. The not annealed printed graphene displayed distinct D and G peaks which are characteristic for graphene and graphitic samples. However, the sharp 2D peak, typically associated with graphene is not visible. The loss of the 2D peak is probably due to the high concentration of surfactants within the printed graphene sample and possible impurities/functional groups on the graphene surface. However, as the laser power increases from 5.2 W to 6.2 W the 2D peak develops, indicating the formation of a graphene like structure by energetic photon irradiation. Furthermore, as the laser intensity increases, there is a decrease in ($I_D/I_G$) ratio (from 0.72 for not annealed graphene to 0.17 for 6.2 W) which suggests that the printed graphene forms a higher degree in edge-induced defects, which are conducive towards enhanced electrochemical reactivity.9,49 Additionally as the laser power increases there is an increase in ($I_{2D}/I_G$) ratio (from 0.23 for not annealed graphene to 0.78 for annealed graphene with a laser power of 6.2 W) which correlates with reported multilayer graphene structures.50 At a laser power of 6.4 W, the ratios reverse as the samples are etching through the surface and there are possible formation of van der Waals bonds into more a graphitic nature. In summary, the emergence of a symmetric 2D peak with an increase in ($I_{2D}/I_G$) and ($I_{2D}/I_G$) ratio at higher laser powers demonstrates the carbon surface is more nanostructured or nanotextured with a higher amount of edge defects and the sp2 honeycomb lattice of the surface becomes more favorable to classification as multilayered graphene.

It is interesting that we do not see a significant increase in graphene oxidation (Fig. 3b) as we are laser annealing in ambient oxygen atmosphere as seen by our previous work with a diode laser.31 Instead there is approximately a consistent small oxide layer formed across all laser powers. These oxide functional groups are most likely superficial as oxidizing deep into the graphene electrode would decrease the electrode conductivity (not seen in Fig. 3a), which may partially explain the lower sheet resistance of CO2 laser annealing ($ \sim 50 \Omega \text{ sq}^{-1}$) compared to using a diode laser ($ \sim 100 \Omega \text{ sq}^{-1}$).10 In any case, the oxidation groups and defects in the graphene surface provides effective functionalization locations for both biomolecules or even nanoparticle nucleation locations, as we have shown previously.9,10,31

3.1.4 Salt impregnation process. The ECSA of the graphene electrodes was enhanced by incorporating macrosized pores via salt crystals in the graphene ink. Distinct sized salt crystals (ground using mortar and pestle and sieved into different sizes) were incorporated directly into the second layer of spin-coated graphene ink. Once dried, these salt crystals acted as porogens (hard templates) for macrosized pore formations in the graphene
surface, and were subsequently removed by washing with DI water, (Movie S2, ESI†). Inks with various size salt crystals (100–250 μm, 75–100 μm, 50–75 μm, 25–50 μm, and <25 μm, based on sieve mesh size) were made and cast with IML to better characterize the microstructuring and electrochemical enhancement of SIIML. The surfaces were imaged with SEM, Fig. 4a, displaying the distinct pore structure which is controlled by the size of the salt crystals used. An electrode with no salt incorporated into the second spin-coated layer was used as a control sample and exhibit a relatively smooth surface with limited surface structures (apart from micropores formed from the laser annealing), Fig. 4a and Fig. S7 (ESI†). As the salt crystal size decreases, a denser pore array is formed due to a higher salt suspension stability of the ink and the salt is able to form a tighter array when spin-coated on the surface.

This tighter pore array as well as the increased “surface-to-volume” effect (smaller pores will have higher surface area per vacancy ratio) results in an increase in surface area as the size of the pores decrease, Fig. 4b (red). This effect is clearly seen by an over 50% increase in ECSA of electrodes made with 25–50 μm pores compared to electrodes made without salt pores. Interesting, after the pore size decrease below 25 μm, there is a significant decrease in ECSA. While it is not completely understood, we speculate that the size is approaching the microporous size made by laser annealing and is therefore mitigating the effect of one or the other. Additionally, this decrease in ECSA could be from the decrease in perpendicular diffusion of substrate into the electrode which would decrease the electroactivity of the substrate.

Increasing the ECSA of the graphene by incorporating pores significantly enhanced the electroactivity of the electrode by providing additional sites for oxidation or reduction of the substrate. Moreover, the higher surface area of the porous graphene also provides additional binding locations for enzymes immobilization, which allow for improved substrate diffusion kinetics and consequently enhanced catalysis. Both of these effects improve the performance of the biosensor which increases its sensitivity to the analyte of interest. To test this, the electrodes were placed in a concentrated solution (5 mM) of ACTH with a working potential of 400 mV (versus Ag/AgCl). When ACTH reacts with ACHE, thiocholine is produced which oxidizes at the electrode. The corresponding increase in current due to the sensitivity to ACTH was graphed, Fig. 4b (green). As the size of the pores decrease and the ECSA increases, there is a general increase in sensitivity to ACTH as expected. Variations from this trend (150% for 75–100 μm and 133% for 25–50 μm), are likely due to manufacturing errors (enzyme loading differences), experimental setup (sensors did not full equalize to baseline), or random/systematic errors. These results are further demonstrated by SIIML graphene biosensor with 25–50 μm being over 2 times more sensitive to the ACHE than without salt pores, Fig. 4b (blue). For all further experiments, 25–50 μm salt particles were used as they exhibited the highest ECSA and was the most sensitive to paraoxon.

The concentration of the 25–50 μm salt/graphene ink suspension was varied to improve the pore array density of the graphene surface, Fig. 5a. As the salt concentration increased, the pores in the graphene surface on average come closer together forming a denser pore array. At 50 mg mL⁻¹, the pores
are fairly far apart, and a sparse array is formed (roughly estimated by visibly counting pores in SEM, ~75–125 pores per cm). When the concentration was increased to 250 mg mL$^{-1}$ a network of pores are formed (~300–500 pores per cm), and at 500 mg mL$^{-1}$ a very dense array of pores is present (~500–750 pores per cm). Note that as the concentration of salt increases and the salt packs closer together, the pore structures are harder to distinguish due to overlap. Additionally, as the salt concentration increases, the viscosity of the graphene ink also increases. At 500 mg mL$^{-1}$ the ink is much more viscous (making it more difficult to spin-coat) and so a thicker layer of graphene may have been applied which results in the salt not all lying flat against the bottom surface causing salt porogen overlap, Fig. S7 (ESI†).

As the pore structure in the graphene becomes denser, the biosensor electrode (functionalized with ACHE), becomes more sensitive to ACTH (Fig. 5b), however, it appears that after 175 mg mL$^{-1}$, the anodic current relatively plateaus. Interesting, this trend is not completely observed with the inhibition sensitivity of paraoxon and after 175 mg mL$^{-1}$ the sensitivity begins to decrease. This observation is not easily explained, but we speculate that the higher surface area increased the loading of the enzyme on the graphene, resulting in more enzyme that needed to be inhibited. As the concentration of 175 mg mL$^{-1}$ yielded a porous graphene biosensor with the most sensitivity to ACTH and the signal response was most inhibited by paraoxon, all further experiments were conducted with this salt concentration.

3.2 Biosensor performance characterization

The electrochemical activity of SIIML graphene electrodes was demonstrated by manufacturing a pesticide biosensor using ACHE and refined parameters shown previously (6.2 W CO$_2$ laser annealing, 50–75 μm salt pores, and 175 mg mL$^{-1}$ salt concentration). First, an array (4 x 10) of 3 mm diameter disk electrodes were manufactured using the procedure outlined in the Overview SIIML Graphene Electrode Fabrication (Fig. 6a). A lacquer was then pipetted onto the stem of the electrode to isolate the working area (3 mm diameter disk) and biofunctionalization was carried out as described in the Overview Pesticide Biosensor Fabrication. The ACHE pesticide sensor was placed in a saturated solution (5 mM) of ACTH and amperometric current was recorded with changing potentials (Fig. 6b). When the potential reached 200 mV (versus Ag/AgCl) there was an increase in anodic current due to the oxidation of thiocholine. This oxidation current increases as the applied potential approaches 400 mV then plateaus, therefore, an applied potential of 400 mV was chosen for the ACHE biosensor. This observation is in good agreement with CV scans that show an oxidation peak around 400 mV (Fig. S5, ESI†) and similarly reported in the literature.51,52

ACHE pesticide biosensors rely on the inhibition of the enzyme (paraoxon irreversibly binds to ACHE which prevents ACTH from catalyzing and hence thiocholine from oxidizing). Therefore, to test the amount of time required for organophosphates to diffuse to the electrode surface and bind to ACHE, we incubated the sensors in 1 μM of paraoxon and recorded the decrease in amperometric oxidation current (which correlates directly with the percent of ACHE inhibited), Fig. 6c. After 100 seconds, there is roughly 50% inhibition of the sensor with large standard deviations; however, after 500 seconds, there is about 90% inhibition with low standard deviation and minimal

Fig. 6 ACHE pesticide biosensor characterization. (a) Photograph of patterned array (4 x 10) SIIML graphene electrodes on flexible PET substrate. (b) Effect of applied potential to amperometric response of 1 mM ACTH. (c) Plot of inhibition (%) according to incubation time. (d) Sensitivity to ACTH for SIIML (blue) and IML (red), inset: current versus concentration. (e) Amperograms of pesticide ACHE biosensor after incubating with various concentrations of paraoxon. Buffer baseline (black), 10 nM (red), 50 nM (green), 100 nM (yellow), 500 nM (blue), 1 μM (pink), 5 μM (aqua blue), 10 μM (grey), 50 μM (brown). (f) Corresponding current versus concentration, inset: magnification showing linear sensing range.
change over the next couple of hundred seconds. Therefore, an incubation time of 500 seconds was used as a minimal time for sensor operation.

Graphene electrodes were made with (SIIML) and without salt pores (IML) for comparison. Increasing concentrations of ACTH (100 μM additions) were spiked into a buffer solution and the amperometric anodic current was recorded for both SIIML and IML. The electrodes containing salt pores had a sensitivity to ACTH of 28.3 μA nM⁻¹ while the electrodes without salt pores had a sensitivity of ~13.3 μA nM⁻¹, Fig. 6d.

Finally, the SIIML were tested for pesticide sensing with paraoxon (a model organophosphate pesticide). It should be noted here that a diluted concentration of ACHE was applied to these pesticide biosensors (~2 U per sensor) as having a smaller concentration of enzyme results in higher sensitivity due to less enzyme that needs to be inhibited.40 An amperometric baseline of eight different SIIML ACHE pesticide biosensors were recorded in 5 mM ACTH which had an anodic current of 13.84 ± 0.3 μA. Each of the sensors were then placed in different concentrations of paraoxon (10 nM–50 μM) and incubated for a minimum of 5 min, and then placed back in the same 5 mM ACTH solution (Fig. 6e). The concentration versus inhibition current (decrease in anodic current) was graphed (Fig. 6f) and showed a linear region up to 500 nM and then a plateau region shortly thereafter. The sensitivity of the linear region was calculated to be 12.4 nA nM⁻¹ with a limit of detection of 0.6 nM (LOD = 3 noise per signal, noise defined as standard deviation of three electrodes without ACHE).

Therefore, our sensor has a limit of detection below the tolerable drinking water equivalence level of the United States and Canada EPA (24 nM and 170 nM, respectively).53,54 There are many reported ACHE biosensors with lower limit of detection, even as low as 0.4 pM;55 however, these biosensors often employ complex methods to enhance their sensitivity and reduce noise such as metal nanoparticles,56,57 multilayer carbon nanotube-modified glassy carbon electrodes,58 co-enzymes,58 flow cells,55,59 or microelectrodes.60

3.3 Supercapacitor performance characterization

To further demonstrate the enhanced electrochemical activity of SIIML electrodes, supercapacitors were designed. Supercapacitors offer promising energy storage opportunities for on-chip devices as they can be fabricated directly in line with the electronics.61 Supercapacitors store energy at the interface of the electrode and electrolyte; therefore, increasing the ECSA and conductivity of the electrode improves the efficiency and capacitance of the supercapacitor.62 Interdigitated electrodes (IDEs) were designed and patterned using the procedures outlined in the Overview SIIML Graphene Electrode Fabrication, and an array (2 × 4) of IDEs were patterned, Fig. 7a. The SIIML graphene IDEs were then coated with PVA/H₃PO₄ gel which acts as a dry gel electrolyte. The performance of the SIIML graphene supercapacitor was first examined with CVs of various scan rates (50 mV s⁻¹ – black to 1000 mV s⁻¹ – orange), Fig. 7b. The CVs show a rectangular shape at low scan rates and only begin to distort in shape at very high scan rates (1000 mV s⁻¹) due to 0.02 mA cm⁻² – black to 1000 mV s⁻¹ – orange). (c) Scan rate versus current demonstrating linear relationship and enhanced capacitance of SIIML (red) over IML (blue). (d) Galvanostatic charge–discharge curves with different current densities (0.01 mA cm⁻² – orange to 0.2 mA cm⁻² – red), inset: magnification showing near triangular shapes at higher current densities. (e) Galvanostatic charge–discharge graph of single supercapacitor (black), three electrodes connected in series (blue), and three electrodes connected in parallel (red). (f) Ragone plot of SIIML (red) and IML (blue) supercapacitor electrodes and various other carbon-based IDE supercapacitors; light green: inkjet printed single walled carbon nanotubes (SW-CNT);63 brown: boron doped laser induced graphene (B-LIG);69 pink: electrostatic spray deposited reduced graphene oxide/carbon nanotube (rGO/CNT);72 yellow: electrochemically reduced graphene oxide (ERGO);71 and dark green: methane plasma treated graphene oxide with gold collector (MPGO).72

Fig. 7 Electrochemical performance of a SIIML supercapacitor. (a) Photograph of patterned SIIML graphene electrode with schematic of supercapacitor design. (b) Cyclic voltammograms with increasing scan rates (50 mV s⁻¹ black to 1000 mV s⁻¹ orange). (c) Scan rate versus current demonstrating linear relationship and enhanced capacitance of SIIML (red) over IML (blue). (d) Galvanostatic charge–discharge curves with different current densities (0.01 mA cm⁻² – orange to 0.2 mA cm⁻² – red), inset: magnification showing near triangular shapes at higher current densities. (e) Galvanostatic charge–discharge graph of single supercapacitor (black), three electrodes connected in series (blue), and three electrodes connected in parallel (red). (f) Ragone plot of SIIML (red) and IML (blue) supercapacitor electrodes and various other carbon-based IDE supercapacitors; light green: inkjet printed single walled carbon nanotubes (SW-CNT);63 brown: boron doped laser induced graphene (B-LIG);69 pink: electrostatic spray deposited reduced graphene oxide/carbon nanotube (rGO/CNT);72 yellow: electrochemically reduced graphene oxide (ERGO);71 and dark green: methane plasma treated graphene oxide with gold collector (MPGO).72
internal resistance. The capacitive current (due to double layer charging) of the SIIML graphene electrodes was extracted from the CVs and compared with IML graphene with no salt. The graphene with salt pores displayed enhanced double layer capacitance (37%) current as portrayed in Fig. 7c. Galvanostatic charge–discharge profiles of the SIIML were then graphed which shows relatively symmetric triangular shape, but slowly loses symmetry at very low charging densities (0.01 mA cm$^{-2}$). Based on the discharge rates, the capacitance was calculated and graphed versus the current density, Fig. S8 (ESI†). On average, the SIIML graphene had ~30% more capacitance than the devices without salt (IML).

Multiple supercapacitors can be connected in series (to boost voltage capabilities) or in parallel (to increase energy storage density) as illustrated and graphed in Fig. 7e. When three electrodes are connected in series (blue) the voltage window increased by a factor of three with roughly the same charge–discharge times.

In contrast, when three electrodes are connected in parallel, the charge–discharge times increase by a factor of three with the voltage window remaining constant. Therefore, these supercapacitors could easily be patterned in series or parallel to adapt for a specific application. To demonstrate that SIIML graphene patterning process for supercapacitor use, an array of supercapacitors were fabricated (3 in series and 5 in parallel) and were used to power a red LED (drop voltage ~1.8 V). After charging the supercapacitor to 3 V, the LED was tested across the supercapacitor array and illuminated multiple times before the supercapacitor’s voltage decreased below 1.8 V, see Movie S3 (ESI†).

Finally, the SIIML graphene and IML graphene (no salt) energy density and power density were extracted from the galvanostatic discharge and graphed on a Ragone plot (Fig. 7f). The graphene electrodes that contained salt pores demonstrated higher energy density due to the increase in ECSA which stored more charge at the graphene/electrolyte interface. Both the SIIML and the IML graphene interdigitated electrodes compared favorably with other carbon-based supercapacitors IDEs reported in the literature, with the SIIML outperforming the IML electrode (energy density of 0.25 mW h cm$^{-3}$ and 0.17 W h cm$^{-3}$ at a power density of 0.3 W cm$^{-3}$, respectively). Note that supercapacitors are strongly dependent on the electrolyte used, and by using a more efficient electrolyte, a higher energy and power density could be obtained.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, a micromanufacturing technique for enhancing the electrocatalytic activity of patterned solution-phase graphene was demonstrated with the use of a modified IML technique. This technique creates a multiscale porous architecture in the graphene surface. Macrosized pores (25–50 μm) are formed by utilizing salt crystals as porogens (hard templates) in the graphene ink while patterning, referred to as salt impregnated inkjet maskless lithography (SIIML). Additionally, microsized pores (100 nm–2 μm) are etched into the graphene surface through CO$_2$ laser annealing, even on flexible heat sensitive substrates (PET). We demonstrate that SIIML is an effective tool for enhancing the electrochemical activity of graphene by fabrication of an electrochemical pesticide biosensor, which utilizes ACH. Graphene electrodes with macrosized pores through salt impregnation outperformed their non macropore counterparts (sensitivity to ACTH of 28.3 μA nM$^{-1}$ to 13.3 μA nM$^{-1}$). The final SIIML graphene ACH sensor had a wide linear sensing range (10 nM to 500 nM), low limit of detection (0.6 nM), and high sensitivity (12.4 nA nM$^{-1}$) to paraoxon which is below the tolerable drinking limit reported by the EPA.$^{53}$ Furthermore, we demonstrate that this method can fabricate complex geometries such as interdigitated electrodes for use in other non-biosensing related applications (i.e., an electrochemical supercapacitor). Critical, the SIIML graphene outperformed non-macroporous graphene by demonstrating ~30% higher capacitance. The SIIML supercapacitor demonstrated excellent energy density of 0.25 mW h cm$^{-3}$ at a power density of 0.3 W cm$^{-3}$, which was comparable to other carbon-based supercapacitors reported in literature. Both the electrochemical biosensor and supercapacitor demonstrate that increasing the electrochemical surface area of solution-phase printed graphene electrodes via SIIML and CO$_2$ laser annealing improves the performance of these electrochemical devices. Moreover, these manufacture techniques (SIIML and CO$_2$ laser annealing) are amenable to thermally sensitive and flexible substrate materials; therefore, this method could be adapted to wearable technology for energy storage or textile-based biosensors$^{73,79}$ as well as for potential creation of flexible supercapacitors on paper-based substrates.$^{76}$ Finally, this high ECSA graphene transduction electrode can act as a platform technology for additional electrochemical sensors or supercapacitors, as well other electrochemical devices such as batteries,$^{77}$ biofuel cells,$^{78}$ dye sensitive solar cells,$^{79}$ or electrode stimuli.$^{5,48}$
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